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Figure 3.1: Proposed robot design 

The proposed robot is a four legs rope climbing robot. This robot is contained four 

legs and four grippers for steady and smooth operation. To control these legs and 

grippers it is planned to use eight servo motors. Each leg is controlled by one servo 

motor and each gripper is controlled by another servo motor. Any leg can 

independently rotate forward and backward for individual leg positioning and all for 

legs operate simultaneously for entire robot's forward and back\vard movements. 

Each leg is having two rotary joints to control. but by using simple lever system it is 

possible to control both joint using single actuator. Robot foot of each leg is aligned 

parallel to the rope at any given time while it's moving due to the above lever system. 

Since foot is always parallel with the rope maximum surface of the foot touches with 

the rope and this lead to steady gripping facility for the robot movement. 

This robot design uses same controller mechanism for leg and gripper motors for 

forward and backward movement of the robot. Since the robot is having four legs it 

has higher stability even one leg does not grip the rope properly. The design of the 

robot highly emphasis on more general type grippers that do not much depends on the 

characteristics of the rope. This will lead to function smoothly on unexpected 

situations such as rope is having some obstacles. This design does not directly operate 

properly when ropes cross each other. 
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3.1. Robot Leg Configuration 
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I igure 3.2: Robot leg configuration 
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The robot leg is fixed with robot body using a rotary joint. Single servo motor is used 

to control the individual leg. By rotating servo motor robot can move the leg fon\ ard 

and backward. By controlling individual servo motor at leg's joint robot can move 

individual leg and by controlling all four servo motors together robot can move its 

body forvvard and backward. Simple lever system is used to reduce the number or 

actuators required to construct the robot leg. Also foot movement on rope is smooth 

and aligns with the robot leg movement with this lever system and it reduced the 

controller complexity of the robot design. This is one of the mechanisms that used to 

reduce the complexity of the robot design. 

3.2. Robot Gripper Configuration 
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Figure 3.3: Robot gripper configuration 

Robot gripper is a tool that is used to grip the rope for steady movement on the rope. 

This tool is not depended on the rope type or size. Each gripper is constructed using a 
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single servo motor. Gripper is fixed to moving end of the leg. Gripper presses and 

releases the rope againts the robot foot. 

3.3. Robot Movement on the Rope 
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Figure 3.4: Robot movement on the rope 

I igure 3.4 is illustrated how the robot is moving forward on the rope. This figure 

shmvs only one back leg and one front leg pair only. Same pattern is applied for other 

tm1 legs in next leg movement cycle. While two legs are grip the rope steadily other 

t\\\.J legs (either side) arc moved forward then by rotating all iour legs the robot is 

mo\ed to forward. By repeating same cycle backward robot can move backward. 

Robot can stay on the rope in two configurations. Either with zero torque on leg 

actuators or it can stay any position with the continuous holding torque of the leg 

actuators. first step of the Figure 3.4 shows the zero holding torque position and last 

step shows the continuous holding torque position. 
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3.4. Robot Control System 
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Figure 3.5: Robot Control System 

Micro-controller based robot control system is used to control entire robot. Input 

parameters for the control system are come from leg/gripper sensor pairs. Leg servo 

motors and Gripper servo motors are controlled by the micro-controller. based on the 

input parameters and function that is needed to perform. Complete control unit 

consists with two major components. First component is responsible to take necessary 

decision or select proper high level control signal based on the signal parameters and 

!'unction that robot needs to perform. These control signals are very high level signals 

and it does not operate any hardware components. Second component is responsible 

to decode above high level signals and perform underline operations. This component 

is intelligent enough to work with hardware components and control them properly. 

This control system decomposition is very important when you develop complete 

controller program for the robot. Software programs for each component can be 

individually develop and test. Later by integrating individual components it is 

possible to construct complete robot control unit. 
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